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Cuddle up with the beloved animal friends from the bestselling Steam Train, Dream Train and count

on lots of fun! Little train enthusiasts will love counting from one to ten along with the dreamy train

cars!
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From the authors of bestseller Steam Train, Dream Train comes two books to help kids learn

numbers and colors.Steam Train, Dream Train 1-2-3, takes kids on a ride while they learn numbers

one through ten. Each page focuses on one number, the illustrations emphasizing that number in

several different ways. The book starts with, â€œOne engine holds one happy bear, rolling through

the nighttime air. One headlight shines, one whistle blows, one bell rings as the engine

goes.â€•Young children also learn about the types of cars on a train, as animals ride in the engine, a

flatbed car, a boxcar, hopper car, caboose, and more.Steam Train, Dream Train Colors brings

splashes of color while staying true to the overall look of the series. Animals, such as dinosaurs,

monkeys, a giraffe, lion and others, ride the train. Some defy their normal colors, like a pink hippo

and the purple bear. Others, like the white polar bear and the grey elephant, are more natural

looking.Both books feature soothing colors that evoke evening light, and they are great books to

encourage little children to get sleepy while being read to.The publisher provided me with a copy of



these books in exchange for my honest review.

This board book follow-up to "Steam Train, Dream Train" features similarly enchanting prose and

illustrations. For babies, there are too many words per page, and the pages are too thin to stand up

to manhandling. That said, the drawings aren't just the same ones from the original, the counting is

fun, the preview of each car to come makes for a great seek-and-find opportunity, and all the

whimsy of the original comes through. My four- and six-year-olds hardly took a second look, but my

nearly two-year-old flips through this book - perfectly sized for her little lap and hands - with great

delight. Rather than a companion book for fans of the original title or a durable pre-reader for the

very youngest, this board book takes the fun down just a few years for those not quite ready for

"Steam Train, Dream Train" or "Goodnight, Goodnight Construction Site" but big enough not to

chew their books. A prequel for a new set of 'tweens!

I purchased this book for my two year old son. He loves it, we have to read it every night before bed,

often several times.Great rhyming and good pictures.

My 2 1/2 year old loves it and it's helped him with his numbers. We love the Construction Site and

Steam Train books too, so this was an easy purchase!

I bought this book along with the colors one. My children love both of them.

Very cute book that is fun for the little ones to learn their first numbers.

My son likes it but its a bit limited in narrative scope and telling the tale...
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